Abstract. Öliger [6] has used a stable time-averaged boundary condition with a fourth order leap-frog scheme for the numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations. Gary [3] generalized the time-averaged boundary condition by including a scalar parameter. This paper examines the stability and accuracy of the more general boundary condition. The limit of the stability interval is found for the parameter, and it is shown that the parameter should be given a value close to this limit in order to minimize the boundary errors. Numerical experiments are described which support the theoretical predictions.
1. Introduction. Finite difference schemes often require more boundary conditions than the differential equations which they approximate. The additional boundary conditions may be constructed using a mathematical or a physical approach and, in either case, care has to be taken to avoid the introduction of boundary approximations which give rise to instabilities. Here we consider boundary approximations to be used for the numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations. Of particular interest is the stability and accuracy of a class of boundary approximations when this class is conjoined with an interior difference scheme which uses second order leap-frog differences in time and fourth order centered differences in space.
An initial and boundary value difference scheme will be constructed as an approximation to the simple hyperbolic problem defined by (1.1) u, = cux, c>0,0<x< \,t >0, (1.2) n(l,0 = g(0. t>0, (1.3) u(x,Q) = q(x), 0<x<\, with the compatibility condition g(0) = q(i) satisfied. Suppose u is approximated by a grid function UA, and let Uf denote the value of [4 at the grid point x = Xj = jAx, t -t" = nAt, where Ax -l/J and J is a positive integer. The approximation to (1.1), with accuracy 0(At2 + Ax4), may be written as (1.4) uJ"+x = u;-] +\(uJi2-8i//_, + 8i//+1 -uy+2), j = 2,3,...,j-2, where X = cAt/Ax, and the boundary condition (1.2) becomes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) t//+,=g('"+,)
• Additional boundary conditions are required for the evaluation of Uj"+X. t/0'H ' and ('," ''. and Öliger [6] has shown that a stable scheme is obtained using the supplementary conditions (1.6) £//_Y = (//_-,' +\[4Uj" + 3(t//41l + Uj" ,') -12l//_2 + 2l//_3], (1.7) ¡7,,""1 = t/0"-' + t[-H(c/0"+i + i/0" ') + 36(7," -18ÍA" + 4£/3"], I 1.8) t/,"+l = £/," ' + t [-4i/0" -3(L',"+ ' + I/," ' ) + 12í/2" -2t/3"].
The extra conditions are approximations to (1.1) which employ time averaging at x, ,, .x0 and xx in (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8). respectively. Each of these conditions has accuracy 0(A.x* ) in any grid refinement with At/Ax2 held constant, and the overall accuracy of the scheme during such a refinement is 0( Ax4).
Here we wi>h to consider a generalization of the boundary approximations ( ! .6) ( 1.8). Gary [3] has pointed out that Eq. (1.6), for example, may be written as uy y := uyy + \(2u; + 3U/.X-6t//i2 + t//_3) + \(urx -2uy, + «7/r,1).
and he has indicated that the final term in this equation may be regarded as a boundary stabilizing term. Gary generalized the concept of adding the boundary stabilizing term by introducing a real parameter p to create the modified stabilizing term^( í//_V-2í//_I + t//_V).
The value p = 0 yields the obvious 0(At2 + A.v3) approximation to (1.1) at x = Xj |, and the value u = 1 yields Oliger's [6] stable approximation. The introduction of p. to (1.6). (1.7) and (1.8) in this manner produces the modified boundary approximations ( 1.9) UJ' V = I//-",' + | (2Í// + 3c7/_ , -6i/;L2 + t//_3 ) + ^(£//_V-2£// , + i//--,'), (1.10) (.;,""' = t/0"_l + j(-llt/0n + 18(7," -9Í72" + 2 (7,") 11a/í/ r;n4 i _ _,,," _j_ , , v _ -(/70"*'-2(70"+(70"
(1.11) Í7,"4-' = I/," -' + | (-2(70" -3Í7," + 6Í72" -U3" ) -^(l/,"+i-2(71" + uri).
Gary [3] conducted numerical experiments using (1.4), (1.5) and the set of boundary conditions (1.9)-(1.11). He concluded, inter alia, that with X = 0.2 the difference scheme is stable when p -0.5 or p -20, and it is unstable when p -0.4 or p = 25. His results suggest that the situation here is akin to that which is created by the analogous generalization of the boundary approximation for the second order leap-frog method. Sloan [7] has analyzed the latter problem and he has shown that if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use X satisfies the necessary condition 0 < X < 1, there is an interval (pL(X), pu(X)), with 0 < pL(X) < 1 < pu(X), such that the second order difference scheme is stable if and only if ¡u G (pL, pu). The analysis in [7] also shows that, in terms of accuracy, there is an optimum value of p within the interval (pL, pu). Here the aim is to produce an analysis of this type for the initial and boundary value difference scheme defined by ( 1.4), ( 1.5) and ( 1.9)-( 1.11).
For the fourth order leap-frog method under consideration here the pure Cauchy problem is stable if and only if 0 < X < Xm, where Xm = 6/(9 + 24/6 )x/1 * 0.7287.
It is readily shown that the accuracy of the complete difference scheme improves as p approaches zero, and if stability holds for p G (pL, pu), with pL > 0, then the optimum value of ju is a value close to pL. The objective of this paper is to prove that if X G (0, Xm) there is a value pL(X) > 0 such that the difference scheme defined by Values of pL(X) will be obtained for a discrete set of X values in (0, Xm). Accuracy diminishes as p increases from pL(X), so no attempt is made to obtain the upper boundary of the stability interval. For a large part of the interval 0 < X < Xm-but not the complete interval-the value of pL(X) is less than unity. When pL(X) < 1 a value of p may be selected which will produce more accurate boundary approximations than those analyzed by Öliger [6] .
2. Description of the Problem. The local truncation error of each of the boundary approximations (1.9)-(1.11) is readily shown to have the form 0(XpAt + At2 + Ajc3) as Ai -0 and Ax -0. This becomes 0(Ax3) in any grid refinement in which At/Ax2 is held constant. However, for a prescribed Ax and an acceptable value of X G (0, Xm) the local truncation errors will be minimized if | p | is minimized subject to stability restrictions. Numerical experiments indicate that for X G (0, Xm) the scheme is unstable if p^pL(X), where pL(X) > 0, and also that the accuracy deteriorates as p increases from pL(X). The investigation is therefore reduced to a stability analysis and, in particular, to the evaluation of the lower stability limit, Mt(A).
The stability theory of Gustafsson, Kreiss and Sundström [4] will be used to analyze the stability of the difference problem. The stability of the two-boundary problem is equivalent to the stability of the outflow and inflow quarter-plane problems which are defined, respectively, by removing the right-and left-hand boundaries and extending the domain to ± oo, as is appropriate. The inflow problem is simplified if we negate the wave speed c and replace the left quarter-plane problem by an equivalent right quarter-plane problem. The inflow problem is therefore defined by (2.1) U;+x = «7/-1 -\{U;_2 -8L/"_, + 8i//+1 -Uj"+2), j > 2.
3) Uxn+X = UP-' -y (-2/70" -3(7," + 6f72" -U{ )
+ ^((7,"+l-2(7,"+ Ux"-X), with a G(0, Xm).
To examine the stability of the finite difference schemes we seek a solution of ( 1.4) or (2.1) in the form U" = <xz"kj, where a, z and k are complex numbers. The condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution of ( 1.4) or (2.1 ) is that z and k should satisfy the characteristic equations
This pair of equations has been examined by Öliger [6] in his stability analysis of the boundary conditions corresponding to those considered here under the constraint p = 1. For convenience we quote two results concerning the roots of (2.4) which have been derived by Öliger. which is the root of z2 ± (a/3)(-9 + 24x/6)x/2z -1=0, such that \ z0 \ > 1.
This completes the lemmas. For the outflow problem z0 has the value -l[x(-9 + 24^6)'/2 + {x2(-9 + 24/6 ) + 36}'/2' , and this is negated to give z0 for the inflow problem. In either case it is readily shown that the double root within the unit circle in the «-plane is given as a root of the cubic k3 -6k2 -(-9 + 24/6 )1/2k + 2 = 0, and the value, correct to 4 decimal places, is k0 = 0.2374. We first consider the stability of the outflow problem. For \z\> 1, z ^ z0, the general solution of (1.4) which decays as y increases is U" = z"(cxk{ + c2k^), where k, = k,(z; X) and k2 = k2(z; X) are the roots of (2.4a) in the set Mx and c, and c2 axe arbitrary complex constants. If this solution is substituted in the boundary approximations (1.10) and (1.11), a homogeneous linear system in cx and c2 results and the determinant of the coefficient matrix of this system is D(z; a, p) = Qx(z, kx; X, p)Q2(z, k2; X, p) -Qx(z, k2; X, p)Q2(z, kx; X, p),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and k, = k,(z; X), k2 = k2(z; X). D(z; X, p) is defined for all | z \> 1. If z = z0, then k, = k2 = k0, and the general solution of (1.4) which decays as y increases is U" = ZqKj0(cx + jc2). As before, substitution in (1.10) and (1.11) yields a homogeneous linear system in c, and c2 and the determinant of the coefficient matrix is D(X, p) = Qx(z0, k0; X, p)Q4{zQ, k0; X, p) -£>3(z0, k0)Q2(z0, k0; X,p), where C23(z, k) = -6zk(3 -3k + k2) and Q4(z, k; X, p) = |k(z2 -1) + |juk(z -l)2 + 3zk(1 -4k + k2).
From the theory of Gustafsson et al. [4] it follows that for 0 < X < Xm and a prescribed real value of p the outflow problem is stable if and only if Owing to the complexity of (2.5) this equation has to be analyzed numerically, and the treatment involves the simultaneous solution of (2.4a) and (2.5) for k,(z; X), k2(z; X) and z. Values of the triple (k,, k2, z) are obtained by solving a set of three multivariate polynomial equations. Equation (2.4a) enables us to write two of the polynomial equations as To complete the system we write Eq. (2.5) as a polynomial in z with coefficients which depend on k, and k2. Each coefficient in the polynomial has a factor k2 -k, and if this nonzero factor is removed, (2.5) takes the form Here k, = k,(z; -X) and k2 = k2(z; -X) are the roots of (2.4b) in the set Mx, and z0 and k0 are the real positive numbers described by Lemma 2.2. Equation (2.8) has to be solved numerically and the analysis follows that described for (2.5). k,, k2 and z are determined by the multivariate system of polynomial equations 
7c). The inflow problem is stable if (2.9) holds and if
the numerical solution of (2.10) shows that the difference scheme has no eigenvalues or generalized eigenvalues in | z | > 1.
To facilitate the test for generalized eigenvalues which could arise in the numerical solution of (2.7) and (2.10) a few observations should be made concerning the roots of (2.4) which belong to the set Mx. Note initially that k(z; X) is a root of (2.4a) if and only if k(-z; A) is a root of (2.4b), so observations need only be made on the outflow roots. Furthermore, k(z; X) =k(z; X), and it should therefore suffice to comment on the roots of (2.4a) for z in the region R = {z:z G C, |z|> l,Im(z) 3=0} of the complex plane C. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that for z G R generalized eigenvalues can only occur for z = e'e, with 0 < 8 < 80 or it -80 < 8 < it, where 80 = smr'(X/Àm). If 8 is restricted in this way, then Kx(e'e; X) = e'* and K2(e'e; X) is strictly inside the unit circle. The symbol k, is used to denote the root of modulus unity for z on either of the two circular arcs. The following lemma contains some observations on the root Kx(e"; X) = e"> for .6) As À increases D(X, p) increases and E(X, p) decreases for each value of p, and we therefore conclude that the inequalities (2.6) and (2.9) are satisfied.
The systems of polynomial equations (2.7) and (2.10) were solved numerically using a homotopy continuation algorithm. Each of these equations may be regarded as a system of six real polynomial equations in six real variables, and we therefore consider a method for the numerical solution of an equation of the form The problem under consideration here was solved using an adaptation of the algorithms described by Garcia and Li [2] and Li and Yorke [5] . Suppose ij: R -» R"+1 is a smooth curve such that Here the final component of the vector -q(s) is the real parameter T(s), and the aim is to follow the homotopy path from the known point at which T -0 to the required point at which T = 1. The path in R"+ ' is obtained using a predictor-corrector method to solve the initial value problem (3.3a) H'(r,(s))r,(s) = 0, (3.3b) H(*)|| = l, from an initial value tj(0) = Y0, where Y0 = (X0,0) and X0 is one of the known solutions of &(X) -0. A Runge-Kutta predictor finds an approximation by moving a distance As along a suitable unit vector B from a known point on the homotopy path, and a Newton corrector is then used to solve the integrated system (3.2). The iteration is constructed so that successive iterates lie on a hyperplane perpendicular to the unit vector B.
In the adaptation of the above algorithm which was used to solve (2.7) and (2.10) the operator H' is the 3 X 4 complex matrix of partial derivatives of H with respect to k,, k2, z and T. A bisection technique was used to locate the value p = pL at which \z\-1, and stability was checked for p slightly larger than pL by applying the continuation algorithm on all 30 initial quadruples for the system (3.3). Table 3 .2 indicates that as ju passes through pL the point z crosses the unit circle at a point e'e with sinö > sin#0. Table 3 .3 shows pL correct to two significant figures for a set of X values in (0, Xm). 
UNS
The entry UNS under X = 0.68 indicates that pL > 1 and that the outflow problem is therefore unstable when p = 1. This contradicts Oliger's [6] conclusion that the difference problem which he examined is stable for all X G (0, Xm). An analysis of system (2.10) by the continuation method indicated that the inflow problem is stable for all p G [0,1] and X G (0, Xm). We therefore conclude that Table 3 .3 gives the lower limit on p for stability of the initial and boundary value difference problem defined by (1.4), (1.5) and (1.9)-(1.11). The results in Table 3.3 agree with the computational results of Gary [3] , With X -0. 4 Gary found the problem to be stable at p = 0.6 and unstable at p = 0.5 and with X -0.2 he found stability at p = 0.5 and instability at p = 0.4. 1)-(1.3) was solved numerically using the difference scheme (1.4), (1.5) and (1.9)-(1.11), and the results were compared with the theory. The boundary functions g and q were initially defined by g(t) = sin4tr(l + t), q(x) = sin4mx, and the wave speed c was set to unity. In Table 4 Cu2(x,t)dx, which has the constant value 0.5 for the solution u(x, t) = sin4ir(x + t). Results are given for values of n up to 2000, and if a solution is growing the entries in Table 4 .1 are terminated at a value of n where the instability has become obvious. An entry in brackets such as ( + 3) represents a decimal exponent. l(a, b) show clearly the change from instability to stability as p increases through the value pL and Table 4 .1(c) shows the aforementioned instability at A = 0.7 G (0, Xm) when p = 1. Table 4 .1(b) indicates that the deviation of l|i/(r")||2 from 0.5 increases as p increases from pL. To show the variation of accuracy with p in terms of the maximum norm e(tn) =max\Ujn-u(xj,t")\ ,
we have given results in Table 4 .2 for the problem with exact solution u(x, t) = x + Table 4 .2 shows clearly that p should be chosen close to the stability limit pL. The study has shown how a simple modification may be used to improve the time-averaged boundary conditions which were proposed by Öliger [6] . It is hoped that the work described here will prove useful in the construction of boundary conditions for more general hyperbolic systems. Gary [3] has pointed out that the addition of stabilizing terms to boundary approximations is readily accomplished in the case of nonlinear situations. Öliger [6] has used his time-averaging technique for linear hyperbolic systems in one and two space dimensions.
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